Judgments of “the Quick” and “the Dead”

“... It is he which was ordained of God to be the Judge of quick and dead.” (Acts 10:42)
“... The Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and his kingdom.” (2 Tim. 4:1)
“... Give account to him that is ready to judge the quick and the dead.” (1 Pet. 4:5)
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Kingdom Established

Warrior Judgments “of the Quick”

Lord in His Davidic character.
Judges as a warrior King “at His appearing”

Sessional Judgment “of the Quick”

All living Gentiles, believers and unbelievers (Matt. 25:31-46)

On-going Judgment “of the Quick” for 1000 Years

Sessional Judgment “of the Dead”

All dead unbelievers at the Great White Throne (Rev. 20:11-15)

Final Judgment “of the Quick”

The rebel hosts, all unbelievers living on earth (Rev. 20:7-9)
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Final Judgment “of the Quick”

The rebel hosts, all unbelievers living on earth (Rev. 20:7-9)
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